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PADUCAH. hi., MONDAY EVENING.JUNE 22, 1908

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Senators Long and Lodge Most SUNDAY HOTTEST
TEST I COURTS
Mind Unbalanced by Domestic
MISSIONARY TO
DAY OF YEAR
Favored For Chairmanship of
CHINA SPEAKS Affair Emmett Reeds, Fulton Cap- OF HIGH LICENSE
---ALSO LONGEST
AT FIRST BAPTIST italist, Sends Bullet Into His Brain LAW TO BE MADE Campaign Committee-Taft's Plans
Rev. Tipton, Evangelist Sup- (rise of Wealthiest and Prominest Men in Western Kenported by Paducah Church.
tuck y.
Tells of Work.

temporarily unbalanced his mind for
several days, and relatives fearing for
his life, vainly tried to get possession
of the pistol Reesl hebitually carried.
Itupdreds of 114PoWle congregated at
the suicide's home, and no tragedy of
recent years has caneed such Sensation.

Saloon Keepers Claim Increase
Can Not be Made Until
January 1. 1909.

War Secretary Will Have Bit headquarters of the Republican party
located in Cincinnati.
Paducah One of the Warmest
Little Chance For Recreation willAsbeheretofore,
the headquarters of
like:y
the
party organization very
Places on Olobe-Temper=
This Summer.
will be in New York and Chicago. It
ature Reaching 98
has not been determined yet in which

city the chairman of the national
New York, June 22.-Secretary committee will have his principal
Taft. in company with his friends, office.
Fulton, Ky., June 22. ISpectal.)
Attorney Says Licenses Are B. Kellogg and Judge Hellister, of Practically no new facts were de- Two Deaths
Intereating lecture on °ries- While
alone In his room last night at
Cincinnati, arrived here today. Taft veloped regarding the committee's Intrations Chicago.
Flied by Year.
9: 1.? o'clock. F,mmett <7. Reeds, on
tal Kingdom.
met his tale and started for New action on the question of the naWest
in
Kenmen
or the wealthiest
WItneaa the Metal chairmanship.
Haven, where they
While the dise
tucky and moat prominent men oi
boat races Thursday. Saturday Taft cussion at the conference took a
ths
Fulton. *shot himself through
and General Wright, his successor. wide range, it can be said authorita- SOME
AN
INJUNCTION
RELIEF IS PROMMIZM
WILL
ASK
RES01'RA'ES head
AND ITN GREAT
1:05
until
He lingered
are going to Oyster Bay to consult tively that few names of possible apo'clock this morning in an uneortPresident Roosevelt. Taft declined to pointees were considered. It was the
*clouts state when he died. It Is said
talk political except to voice his consensus of opinion among Secreunthat Mr. Reeds' mind had besonte
Persp:ration was the moat popular
Saloonkeepers of the city are con- satisfaction with the nomination of tary Taft's advisers that the selec•
Mistaken ideas of China acre corl balaneed and ho had been under
sidering enjoining the elty from put- Sherman as vice-presidential candi- tion of a chairman should be post- feature of Sunday, for in addition to
reefed yesterday morning by. the Rev.
treatment. It Is thought tie was not
ting the high license liquor ordinance date. He made light of his escape poned, at least for a time, in order yesterday being the Magnet day in
W. If. Tipton, who has Just returned
when the rash act was corn
it
at hi
in effect, according to several saloon- from a wreck last night when the that so momentous a matter might the year it was also the hottest. The
southern
in
stay
four
a
years'
from
ec
Denisvu, 0 . J une 22. -Sretary
average Paducaban lingered in Usw
?pitted. Ile hail had no flnancisti
keepers who have consulted attor- engine of his train broke a piston-rod receive thorough consideration.
for
China, where he id misaionaryplata
:troubles so far KW known, but it is Taft had a narrow escape from being neys. The men who sell schooners near Dennison, 0,
shade and poured down toe water and
the First Haptiat church. In a
the
a
on
in
wreck
Involved
*serious
lemonade, while he sent up praise
rumored that he Watt worried over the
Cenunent on Taft.
say that the increase cannot be made
vouch* way the Rev. Tipton told of . atutntion of a young man to Ms Pennsylvania leler Saturday evenBerlin, June 22.-Referring to that he did not have to get out and
until the first of the year, and not
Cincinnati, June 2.2.-There was
the characteristies of the great eel-.
ing. As the train was speeding 50 the middle of a year.
The government mercury
nothing done to untangle the snarl the nomination of William H. Taft. work.
low people, and of the advance made "ugh"'
iTelles an hour. the piston rod on the
the li- n which the selection of a national the official Nord Deusch Zeitun say-s: played at the top of the ladder and
contend
saloon1sts
that
The
rooni
his
In
was
and
Reeds
Mr.
i
in *spreading the goepel by the use of
the loeomotive broke off. i cense for saloons was fixed at $1,50
"We have no doubt that shoed Mr. went to 98 in the shade, while many
while standing before a mirror took left side of
Republican campaign manager has
mitosions.
• under of the engine for the year. but the city grants the
lntantly
his
shot
placed
a
through
and
become involved. The members of Taft be elected chief magistrate of themometers over the city did not
aim
;n
The Rev Tipton has eorked
hy. an unmanageabie saloonkeepers the permission to pay
cracked
was
slue
the national sub-committee left the the United States in November. as hesitate., to go to MO.
southein China, where there are:TrIght temple The sound of the
rod. The train was approaching the the license in Installments. The men
Today is just a little shorter than
city Saturday night, and with their seems evident, the great trans-AtlanA nent sasteotto Christians and forty i'wits heard and he was (ound. Medi- signal tower of Coshocton.
he
contend that the license can not be departure the presidential nominee tic republic will give itself in him on yesterday. as the equator Is passed
but
summoned.
attention
was
cal
i
native
native preachers
These
The operator saw that something changed until the year Is out.
writdropped all consideration of political excellent president. He will be called and that fact was well burned into
preachers are of the greatest assist- i dled without epeaking. and no
was wrong and threw down a signal
round.
affairs and tried to get some much upon to continue the policy of the Paducabans. Sunday seeing to he
message
was
that
Is:ten
dealers
wholesale
say
The
sue, s• the forektn rnsaionary
The engineer applied the many of the small saloons will be needed rest to recuperate from the union along the same lines as his the day for the old world to play Its
Ws •wealth was estimated at 9/3.- to stop
greatly handicapped by a limited
emergency brakes and the train of six forced to close their doors, and as stress and strain of the convention predecessors. This policy included tricks on as yesterday Was the /suggIn ,tenes. of which mitch was invested in
knoe bilge of the language
ears came to a full stop on a sharp the wholtsale dealers have advanced week. Sunday afternoon he depart- the rostering of friendly relations be- est and hottest while next &today
In
stock
ester*.
Ile
owned
'real
Rev.
Tipton
the
speaking of China,
curve. Secretary. Taft made no corn,.
Haven to attend the meet- tween the United States and Ger- from 9:140 o'clock until 11 o'clock a
said It was a country of the greatest .banks and many business firms. lie ment when informed of it. The engi- money and stocks to them, such ed for New
the
corporation and the many, and in this respect we may partial eclipse of the sun may be swat
of
Yale
ing
Mrs.
children:
site
five
a
and
been
the
leaves
given
that
has
short
notice
mineral reeourees and had every vaneer explained that it was merely dealers cannot sell out in time so commencement exercises during the regard Mr. Taft as President Roose- over the United Mates. Today has
Thedfot(1,1
Mrs.
Maud
Ghoulson,
Ins
riety of soll. All of the tropical
Messrs good :uck that averted a bad accident that they will be left with a stock on week. Next Thursday or Friday be velt's successor with confidence and been a little cooler than yeetterday as
fruits are grown, and in central China Miss An nie Reeds. and
The train was delayed an hour and a hand.
srt 1 o'clock the *Metal Instrument
will return to Washington and will sympathy:"
wheat. (-urn and all the cereals of Charles Reeds and E. C. Reeds, Jr.; half.
.
had registered 95.
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America are grown abundantly.
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cil say they are looking after the inof the eoll t tilled be hand, and by
Oyster Bay, June 22.-President
Republican comSafferhqf at Chicago.
at 4 o'clock Ile'VEDKR.4T10N FAINGISSIN
terest of the people, and are not In to ship of the national
*teeth constant use of the lingers, the Thursday afternoon
Roosevelt has announced that John
mittee.
VOW
GOVIKR.NitkR.
NIITCHELL
will
havel
lodge
the
and
Mason,
a
wasi
Chicago, June 22.-The terrible
protect any one class of business.
Chinese teoe -become the most skillWashington news
That the selection lies between Callan Olaughtin, a
heat still prevails here. Two deaths
ful people in the world in weaving. icharge of the service.
I Springfield, III . June 52.-- Titpaper man, has been appointed secreman
It
1
Is
reported
that
and
a
of
greater
Massachusetts,
Young
bodge.
and a score of prostratiome.
civilisation
oldest
the
"China has
comexposition
Japanese
the
to
tary
endersed
labor
of
the employ of Reeds. had Illinois Federation
Senator Chester I. Long. of Kailas,
weather bureau promises eelief toin the world." said Dr Tipton, "and formerly in
Secretary Loeb
a John Mitchell as the Democratic canis the opinion of those enjoying con- mission. Reports that
night. The thermometer was above
I n their civilisation thee carry out incurred Reeds' displeasure and
are
chairman
national
made
be
suit didate for governor, and H. J. Drew,
fidences of persons most intimate will
78 all night.
ideas better than we. The Chineee thrashing had been given him A
that
It is pointed out
Republican, for lieutenant governor
with the details of the situation. ridiculed here.
live in villages. Partly for Protection, had ti-ten prepared by the young man.
candideees for the general asthe it would cause talk of the president
since
have
arisen
that
Was compromised for several
Conditions
it
hut
51 at St. Loafs:
people.
Ofteo
clannish
a
hie they are
campaign and the presimart sembly were also endorsed as labor
convention at Chicago. it Is believed, directing the
St. Louis, June 22.-The hottest
many hundred of the same fault!". thousand dollars, and the young
this.
allow
won't
dent
•
candidates.
suggest the selection of Senator
weather of the season yesterday.
?Iv. in one village.. Irnagiue In our agreed to leave Felton forever. It Is
hint on the street
saw
Long as a move to modify the reThe
thermometer .regiliseedi
country how it would be to have a said Reeds
western
of
southfeelings
and
worry
led
the
y.
to
sentful
anti
him
while today it reached ft.
village of Vole, people all having •-stertlay
disapwere
who
delegates
western
commit **Wide.
were but few prostration* despite the
the name of Joses."
pointed over the failure of that body
Another Version.
heat. The river is slowly gesedtat
"The Mints, are truly a wonderto nominate a western man for viceErn.Ky , June 22 and it is believed the flood is preTipton.
ful peop10..• slid the Rev
Frankfort. June 22 -It is stated president.
ally over.
and the visits of Americana surprise met C Reed. capItalh4 and horse
the
at the governor's office here that
The names of the two imitators
Postmastt r Frank M. Fisher anstanding
theni as they form (*pinions of the fancier. committed suicide
riders byagainst
night
campaign
C'hltscse froth their representatives before a mirror in hie room at his ress nounced the reputes of the bidding on Governor Willson has already cost were discussed at considerable length
by- the nominees and the members of
In the laundries of the United States, Mews.. Seed placed a 3R-caliber Pis- the postoMee supplies,. for the next the state $45,000.
the sub-committee at their meeting
hut they have wrong, idiots of the hot against his r.aht temple and fired Meal year, this morning as followl:
Saturday.
most a bullet into his brain. Death oc-LTbe Paducah Light and Power cons("Outlets. They are the
N•rr EXPE411CD TO MIL
An adjourned Meeting of the beard
Tatt's Dotes aowded.
thrifty and are not to be compared correi in a few hours. Seversl days pany will furnish iii-f. tight and heat;
of health is being held at the Mt/
Pittsburg. June 22.- There is n
Only tentative plans thus far have
with the southern negro. And I say ago Rest' was arrested on ti-u' charge G. W. Robertson Ice company was ora Hewn. Mt. corm.. Newspaper
hell this afternoon to elect a health
been made by Secretary Taft for the great improvement in trade condimeet candidly that when trained they of unmercifully whipping a ho)- ent- awarded the ice contract: George 0.
Man a Critical Coadlitios.
officer for the next two years. Dr.
the
hardawarded
were
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&
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f3beet
Hart
will
American
probably
The
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at
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months.
ployed
here.
summer
tions
show: wonderful
Mount Carmel, Ill., June 212.-Ora
W. T. Graves is a (*Makes for reEnemies of Reed offered services ware contract. Mrs. Hello O'Brien. Navin,. editor of . Havill's Every go accompanied by Mrs. Taft, to Hot Tinplate company employing 20090
-A trait of the Chinese is his perand severed members of the
election
contract,
sprinkling
and
three weeks, begin- men resumed working full time toWith his grit and de-I to assist the boy in a suit for dam-I tbs. hauling
severance
in a serious condition and Springs. Va.. for
is
Morning,
to the monies
aspire
board
corn
would enjoy. day. The Sharon Steel Hoop comt•tinination after he has been •8- ages. and this. coupled with recent and the Tresevant Towel Supply
is not expected to live, as a result ning early in July. He
Bay,
Murray
to
else,
Malleable
going
National
a:I
above
the
and
pany
lightened 1 (seller. the Chinese will financial reverses. Is believed to have: may the towel contract.
of injuries received at the hands of
Canada, where for the last sixteen Castings company will resume this
rule the world.- continued the Rev.
Norman Debell, Saturday night.
PASTOR AND FRIENDS
years be has spent his summers, but week. Steel men say that inside of
imiTipton
The Chinese are great
The trouble is said to have grown
way
the
that location is out of
one month 1.09000 men who have
tator*, and to tha fact of the eon folout of an editorial published in lay- as
and not easily accessible, objection been idle since November will be
lowing his father'e trade WHOP of the
Ill's paper, in which Debell claims he
has been made by some of his per- working.
great dhleoveries have Nen made'•
had been attacked.
Owensboro, Julie 21.-The embasonal and political friends to his
In speaking of the success of the
Debell is under arrest
ttle of the assets and Madam
going there, even for so brief a
missionaries the Rev.. Tipton said
period as he expects to utilise this
Jas. H. Parrish, president et the
that religion was being apreed rapidtenet Owensboro Savings beat
year as vacation time.
ly. hut at the same time vice and tor'Trust Company, show all hii p
It will be necessary for him, too,
ruption have entered, and walk hand
r 111
:
Amee
heavily eti-cumbered.
to be In Cincinnati about the 20th of
in hand. With a splendid appeal the
Jury Empanelled and Hearing
are his pastor, landlady and
Fulton, Ky . June 22 (epecial.)- July. to receive the formal notcaR. v Tipton flowed asking that the
an arg creditors
over
arose
that
dispute
a
In
ten persooal friends,
T. E. Bullard, a bookkeeper for the tion of his nomination for the presiChristian world send .more missionof Evidence Began-Chas. K. Chicago. June 22.-Former Mayor firm
ument, Harry Reeves, a young man
of McDowell & company, dry dency. It is his intention now to pass
aries, to the (met tin Christianize
struck
was
street,
of South rink
punne Is at the head of a committee goods sod clothing dealers, has skip"Om Men" In Duel.
Wheeler Assists Prosecutiom I of
three or four days here about that over the bead with a hilly Saturday
Vbina
cItisens collecting funds to carry ped out, cid it is said that his acVral, N. M., Jute 21.-As as
St.
Hot
to
return
will
then
He
time.
Tipton is ettpported by th.•
Rev
night at Fourth and Elisabeth streets
the case of Herman Billek. the con- counts are $754 short according to
Springs for the remainder of his sum- by Ed Shilean, of Booth Sixth street. result of an old feted -IL, M. alter and
eongregntion of the. First Baptist
detnned murderer, to . the United the investigation that has been made.
Ward Jones. cattle UM, fosight a
outing.
mer
The two boys were talking together
church.
States supreme court
Renton, Ky . June 22 ifipecial.)
cattle trade 'sniped the alduel.
Bullard left Saturday morning, and
Cincinnati.
in
Live
Win
one
and
started
when
argument
an
Weather lowaere Attendance.
tercation In which hods *thew pistehli
the last heard of him was that he had
All morning was spent In empanelPlans have been practically effect- word brought on another. Reeves and fired. They fell deid 'toothier.
Attendance at all the churches thin
been seen in Nashville.
Ing a Jury for the trial of Lon Holly.
ed by which, after the 1st of Sep- was standing with his hands at his
day was perceptibly smeller owing to
,
WPC.
of
tember. Secretary Taft will be con- aide when fildillan is said to have golLE11 EN:moms
tile hot weather. The congregations charged with the Murder
aftertinuously in Cincinnati. While he crossed the street. He returned with
were not err uneomforteble after all. Fisher. Evidemec began flits
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If the ease
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TAFT NARROWLY
ESCAPE WRECK
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June
22.-Secretest
grattitirlaft to his home city, so far
an eopeereed the solectios of a Republican
national chairman,
was
a fruitless missies
Prank Yeltchcock
who
managed
aIn preliatiaary campatia of the war
secretary at ‘Vashington, might have
had the. chairmanship, but at
the
last moment he declined to permit
the use of his name because of the
soidition of his health. A telegram
Wag received by Secretary Taft from
Hitchcock re4uesting that he be not
considered In connection
the
with
Chairman. He said that his phyvkal
ccintrtioa was such as to render it
substantially laspossable for him
to
undertakie the onerous duties of campalia manager at the present time.
It is signilleant that after a molt...team lasting about two hours, the
eub-eccomittee of the national committee dec:cled to poecpone action on
the chairmanship and treasurership
of the committee until July 1.
Os that date a meeting of the candidates and members of their subcommittee will be held in Washingtos to finally determine the matters
wilts* goeld not be solved today
flecretary Taft reMained as tte,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles P
Taft until Sunday afternoon, when be
left for New Haven. Conn., to attend
a meeting of the Yale corporation, of
which be is a member, and to be
present on Tuesday at the reunion of
his class of 1878, and to attend on
Wednesday the commencement exercises at Yale.
Representative Sherman, the vice
presidential nominee, left Saturday
mien for Cleveland via the Big Pour
road. He spent Sunday in Cleveland
aad expects to leave that city for
Ballalo ea one of the lake steamers.
He will reach home is Utica, N. Y.,
late this afternoon.
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' Gabe •
Cairmge
IPItisb lag ..
Cincinnati.
New York ..
PhEadelphia ,
Boston .
6t. Louis
Brooklyn

W. L.
32. 19
32 22
24 24
28 24
33 26
24 30
23 34
20 23

PM.
.627
600
.Ft47
528
459
444
404
.377
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UDGING

on the move here. MOVE! Why the goods couldn't move faster---or find owners quicker if
they tumbled off our shelves and counters and rolled out of doors. So anxious are shoppers to owu goods at
our Move On prices.
Come! Don't delay. DON'T SAY SOON. Soon will he too late. Take warning. Come right away.
Everything is

Wash Fabrics Have to Nlove
We are going te let the prices tell the store.
lowered organdies,
worth 641c. now

Domestics Are Now Cut Deeply

Sla..r French

Match these values and prices if you can.

39c
39c

Beautiful Silk Mulls with dots and Eiturt•64
regular 50e. now

Yatd wide extra good quality. Serb illatehed 36x43 Pillow Blips. better qualstf,
Bleached Lkunestic, regular 1410 Wee, 7. woreb 20c, for
during the Move On Sale
JO

Silk Mulls in all ohms and Scares.
worth He, for..

Floe 44uality yard wide bleached Domestic,
Inc very thing for itoderwevr. I2,sc
9c
vain. for

Regular 31.c 81/14 Ologbanpi in this
ISIS
bifon Lisse in all desired
‘
esilorimis for the dainty sumseer dress. regular ESe
value for . • . • • • ...............

Yard wide good quality unbleached
Domestic, sale price

19c

151

214

10c

122c

721

Lc

sec

19c

491
74

Bkowbed sbeeups.

10C

7-kits litagithasa

29t
12s

314
.22 Pilkm 8110n. Worth 15o,
4
-GO

1.••••••••••••-

Last Waists trimmed in embroider) sod latv
othory with lobes of lace and embeeiger) Waist.
that sold for $1 ne
sole pike .

121e
414
921

124

Move Into a New Shirt Waist

49c

Out lot of sheers pretty /1131117 Curtail L.seiss sett Batiste Wakes dainti
trimmed in leer leas,Saimaa worth trail IBC 10 Me.
See leeks and stedallioao others will pretty (roots
ties..
choice In this sale .
of allover embroider)
Wee Waists for
All tits staindard Weeds oStMlisoes
In this sale

All Percales in all the colors that roularly
Genu.ne Scotch Lawas. sheer. 4-r:bp and eves weaves. Extra gOod quality yard wide heavy U. 7.
sell at likm and 15e, in the
bows in a wonderful cc.lectioe of des.gns, all the new bleached Domestic at ...._-_....- 10 Move
dots, spots, rings, stripes sad floral designs
lk oaes
12lec ones
141c oast
91 beet brands of unbleached Sheet.13leaehed Sheets. elf-1011'4ml values, made
ing, worth 25c. for
wIthoet Mad We* sire, worth €5°,
for
-•
lo pieces of the float Dotted SIPISP. neat embroidered dots 10.4 ITebleached Vitagaiug. worth
?Cc
If black on white and tan ground, some in the lot are Thee, for
72x90 Bleached Sheet& with USW
slightly sailed, but the regular price is from 35c to 5.0e
woi thy valuta, worth 65c, for
0-4 Bleached Sheld&OR.
et the sale
**well 3111IL
for
24t
DATe- la. • • •
0
.160 IMMIllibed Skeet Wiandit seam,
IneaUtisallty, worth Mc, for
15c Gingbams,
ioe G.righams,
13%e (liagbamis
worth 35e,
The best -rustle Feather Bed Ticking. the
standard brand, regularly 10c,
Sole
Mote i

15c

98c

% NEM('

tebtiCIATIOL2.

At Kansas 4-ity.
Kansas City
m bus .
Wecomi Game.
Kansas City .
Columbia

INDIANS 1/111
FROM METROPOLIS

...

•
lake Well Played Game With

III as ukee
luclasnapo.is

.3

At MinneapolisMinoeapotie .
Louisville

.

Sean 6 to I.

spatamoomik Paso
.• aiOassamapoa
el like 1MM is. arum a
sown at Wallow Risk.
•

A4 fit. PaaL
St. Paul
Toledo . .

BUNYAN* P/TCHING

Second theme.
St Peel
At ChscleaatL
•
' Cincinnati. June 22.- Paskerts To,edo
Imulf o$ Clarke's fly was costly.
Score:
R H E
Cincinnati •
1 3 4
Pittsburg
5C 1
aatterier Bering, Campbell and
SON

FEAl'URE

s
2

Another good game went to the
elide of the Paducah Indians Sunday
afternoon from the Metropolis team.
Runyan's tine pitching for the tattlers won for Paducah, but at all
times be Was backed be gilt-edged
support. Goodman made thelengest
OPBBATED
oN
SATURDAY
NIGHT
"' AMERICAN ucaorm
bit on the home diamond this year.
FOR APPEIEDICTTIN
-,•
The ball was knocked to the fence in
Standlag.
I I
left field, and although he did not
make but three sacks ft was a beauty
Ches.
W. L. Pet
Rained Prom Oprraeloa Nicely and drive. George Block. a Paducah
Chicago . • .....
35 21
925
catcher, handled the shoots to'? MePhysicians May net He WIN
Cloveland .
..... 32 2.3
582
tropolis and his playing was the best
Iterovve.
St. Louis
33 24
572
of the visiting team. Block got two
De'trott
30 25
541
nice hits and Will Block. who played
••••mm••••••=nt
Philade.phia
hget sew, scored the only run for Me24 30
444
York
New
24 31
436
Mr William J Gilbert, the drug- tropolis.
Boston
25 34
424 gist of Fourth street sad Broadway,
In the first inning Rehlmeyer went
Washington .
20 35
344 was operated upon for appendicitis at out to Goodman unsuited. Dyie welt
Rtrerside hospital Saturday evening out to Brahic to Goodman and
At Detroit.
at 9 o'clock by Drs. Stewart and George Block hit to Goodmaa and
Score
R H B Bass. Mr. Gilbert cause here from was out. Pad•cak Caine to hat
and
Detroit
9 2 Dawson Springs Saturday afternoon, 13rabie drew a pass. Robert me flew
fi
Washington
where he had been for several days out to Will Block and Hart reached
BeAteries-Sunimors and Schmidt. seeking re:ief from sickness. Vince first sack- on an error of
Gregory.
Burns, Keeley and Warner.
'net Monday be bad telt feellia ih"bte Williams reached
first on another,
right side and Saturday they became error of Gregory. while Brahic and
Jit
Loals.
so violent Rua he was brought hionie Hart scored. Blaltemore got to the
Score:
RHB and later operated upon. He rallied first station on a bungle of Doyle,
St. Louis
5 '10 3 well from the operation and now has while Williams raced over the pen.
Sim York
3 5 1 prospects for a speedy recovery.
Jones Sew did to Rehltneyer and McBatteries -Pelty and
Spencer,
Clure struck out.
Kleinew.
Glade, Lake and
In the second round Metropolis
MULL REVIVAL
Gregory went out by
was blanked
At (Vlore
Runyan-Goodman
route, and
Coothmeas
at MaTillelld parimiao the
Score:
111
King followed In his tracks
Ward
7 9 2
missed three of Ilutr,tan's curves and
Boston
6
3
1
hiliMelleilL Ey,. June 22.-The re- Metropolis took the field. The IoA orock
Bar te rfes--31 an nel .
and
at the Christian &arch, con- dising started when Goodman mode
vival
ete
Cieotte. Harcbell, Bn
ducted by tie Rev. Sam Small, is the longest hit of the benison for
and 1Doesohne.
sell going on. with tom.bating Interest three bases. Runyan popped out to
ftehlmeyer. while Brahic hit a Mogi.
and enthusiasm
Ammo
RobertTbe Preaching and the singing Is and Goodman came home
of tile very beet and as a result of son hit to center and Hart followed
additions but struck out. Wil2ams went out
.his revival. sio far, 1014
the difference in feelings and
have been made to the etinreh. which by Rah:ft:Oyer to Doyle.
enjoyment of work after
'bows it to be one among the most • One run was copped in the third
changing from coffee to
successful revival', held In the city of inning by Metropolis. Shaw went out
to Doyle.
for Metropolis, Runyan
Mayfield for malty years.
Will Block was given a ticket to the
-Marcy yell don t despise him alga first station. and took second on an
error of Braille. Dollar lilt a eltkille
p:y
because he, a self-made man!"
"Tisere's a Rommel."
-No. I merely regret that whets be 'e right aid Block was on third.
suds his voice he didn't pitch it in a litehltneyer went out by Rnnyan to
Read ''The Road • t
lower key."-The Catholic Standard Goodman. Doyle struck out. but on
Is
went to Vet, whit
s wild pitch
„End jinxes.

WILL L'euptil

$1.49

...........

Nse
Ecru
111, most popular Willie of the waste, the
trimmed
hatiderousely
In
boantifti 11 tattered.
waist of tarrioating appearmedalitoes
hands and
ance, an unust s! quality
itt.gular price $11 fru, wile pricy

S4.98

$1.15 AVb to Linea Shirts. hasuteseemly _Pack °Ls BeLalieJ
,f lines which wilt stand 'teed, WNW and always looks
weir, sa
we
. . . . ................ •... . .
..
price • .

sac

In the direction at the patch of potaTR (MUCK SUDDENLY
Block ease home with Metropolis'
Athie,tice Beat Pearls.
toes and found her lying cold in
on:y ran. George Block hit one to
The Paducah Athletic club defeati
death
V1-11Liato..
Williams and was out.
vid the Pearls at Wallace park Sun- To Mrs. Tranceduee
She had bees dead probably an
Nothing more was doing until the day morning in a fast game, the
Cinsvest 4loutste-ttody Fooled is
hour
Harbour and
tiortire.
sixth Inning when Paducah bagged score being 3 to 2.
Heart failure Is given as the -suss
two roes. 3ones singled and Burton, Duabar did the battery work for the
Ma)lield. Ky., June 22.-12.* Tepof her demise
She was a wdow.
who replaced McClure in the fifth hit Paducah Athletic club and they were
ees's Williams was bead dead is her husband having bees deed for
a safety. Runyan hit a single. ecor- in Sae form. Gallagher and Mount
or potato patch at the tea? of her several years.
Ing Jones and Burton. Paducah bad did the battery work for the Pearls
home, about three and a half miles
al: the runs needed and the Metropo
Wattle-Next to a woman. what Is
northeast of town, Thursday wormolia team was at the mercy Of Run- LEBLIE
SIAM VICTlaR1
ing. The shocking discovery was ther nervous thing you kaow!
Runyan
had
11 strike-outs.
yan.
li lie I usgratornatically)-Me--'cads by her POO. It seems that they
white oily flee Indians tamped the Ike. hover W1111 Meows@ limiestor Be• woman -Pick Me Pp
were the only persons on the place. Dent
air. .
cease of lids Ows Gireatheas.
After breakfast be went to the field
ale seventh inning Williams
Tbwimatipo get-se-fillet jutt whrn
•ud after WV
matt a pretty fly from George
New Tors, Jane 22.--9,
a man-ogee wrong awe these is ao
Block's bat as there were two run- ling the news of Secretary Taft' Ohne: or tar Mph's -restuesed 'home
"...in
in the rase
and upon missing his mother looks-it
ners on base
Wiliam* made a good soniination Leslie M MAIN saki
a
ml and the aide was out no the i "There is no more lovable charac1
Assamissasnonmalmmow
catch
About 600 Inset) fans were ter in public life than William H.
Out and despite the hot weather Taft. He will be elected easily and
rooted in fine style.
the country will prosper under Ma
The summary is:
administration.
at
r h
po a •Only small men ever attempt le
Paducah
arable. 2b ..
1
1
1
1
2 I imitate. and they always fall. Moro
I. o
1
1 0 O sever- was and never will be an exBoberston. re
rf
I
I
1 0 ei opener Taft is a big maim,with big
1 it 1 0 * Ideals, lofty purposes, a marked InWilliams. et .'.. It
4 0 H 13 2 n diroluality and ability to back them
Blakeinore. c
1 0 0 0 a:1...riT
Jonea,3b
4 1
tel:erefore.
a
as a citizen sae as a
..
3 • 0 0
McClure.
O Illepublican. I am happy.
1 -1
2 1
Dick fowler offers thc
Surto*. If
intstration of Theodore
7' 1 o Roosevelt will pals into history au
4 1
Goodinas, lb
best inducements for a day's
Runyan. p
.
4 0 1 2 4 O one of the best, and his name will
cithcr on thc
for picnics,
ever stand among the great on earth
Total
31 S 7 37' * 1 Meant e we *ill gather around the
landing parties close to the fishing
resident, believing in WM for
• elsew'
lakes between Paducah and Cairo.
Metropolis .
ab r h go a • his oen sake and supporting his pol:
cies because they are worthy of we
lieblineyer. as... 4 0 0 6 3
Cheap rates named on application to
.
1 port."
Doy Ie. lb
2
Ii
S. A. Fowler or Given Fowler.
• :
G. Block. e. .
4
'
n
3
Gregory. lib .
Injured kij Fall.
4
King, 3b
4 4) 1
1 3 ft
Toddling about the back porch
I
n
1 0 0
Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'cloe'k lltWard. rt
•'. 0 0 0 0
tie Fredi Siegel, daughter of EstilShaw, cf
W. Sipa. If.
2 1 0 1 9 1 Deer le Slegel, of the 1111sois Centra1.4
t
3 0 1 1 2 0=road.
fell off and f'racture'd her,
Dollar
!p
beg. Mr. Siegel Bros on WI;
ton road
374
;4'
.1 24 11 erBri-

1
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Excursion and Picnic
Parties Attention
The Steamer

outing,

river or

litlegant Orchestra on the Boat All the Time

BUYERS ATTENTION!

I ire•

116;31141----

The Traveling Season is Here

Are You Prepared?

One soon notes

POSTUM

F. H. NIEMANN

1011,1114_

ii I

with
Laws Weigh, with yokes of lace, others trimmed
All
Tailored
yokm of lace. embroidery medallions, etc
white limes.
UttP. In
all
collars stl
it/nista with
0
grades
$2.00 and $2
Sale price

We ate prepare.d•to supply your wants in Trunks, Suit Cases, Travelprice;
in repairing old baggage or any special work in the Trunk
ing Bags in quality and
and Lcathcr Good,line.

OWL

•

•

Asmikmdpr.

slielbs•

Known

from the crowds that have thronged our store every day since the Move On
Sale started, it seems that every person within fifty miles around this busy place had
"tasted the sweets" offered here in the shape of the most amazing bargains that any store
has offered in years.

t st

Rendes Mothers ass Malaria.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTSLESS C•ItIt.T, TONIC drives out naiads and builds up tke slalom Tor
grown people and children, 60c.

Ever

t

314 BROADWAY, POW" KY.

1.

• • •...1111

-

"m`Wilk Wel6.g

I

it Is slated tilitt of Ina coaviela
in Auburn state prison only 26 hall
conscientiously kept the Sabbath and
,f 203 committed in one year Ofil
so had eonocientiously done so.
, For the same reason, the done
Hation of the Sabbath Is often the
beginning of a course of vier and
crime. As of old with the Israelites
Third of Series of Sermons by the Sabbath seems to be set es a
sign between God and man.
ker.'ferry.
Therefore, when a you's person
begs to break the Sabbath all fee
of the Lord departs from Lim and
w d,for "„„.._ sudden accidents and 'Pedal e",::.
...li“..
4 1„.„1, w.. .
have been known to follow suet
,
'
Ni„.„ shawl
hilly w„rkh of
desecration.
Br Performed.
Those who seek to obtain their
J own. ends either in business or Veas
by appropriating God's time for
-t'ure,
DAY tW RPWI' AND ernosistp, themselves are often strangely thwart
ed In their plans and purporses by
the mysterious providence of God:
1'Who moves In a mysterious way
Thud of a series of sermons on His wonders to perform. He plants
l'riabliath Observance" delivered by!libs footsteps in the sea and rides
tlim Ret. II. B. Terry at the Third upon the storm."
The religious Sabbath has been
Street Methodist church:
,atallaysok,
dwelt upon at length from the con.' Obsertrasit* of the
The 'manner of keeping the Sah-orletion that it Is necessary to larlii
baih should be determined chiefly by v id ual piety, to Wally honor, and the
its ends rather than its origin.
nialatainanco of our free institutions.
A . Sabbath of .woridly pleasure.
Thus in the nature of a festival
asibeiated With great and joyful amusement. Idleness and Intemperevents Is the past, the Sabbath ance and consequent vice and deers!dation the worldly minde(I formal
ehould be a joyful day.
As a call to erase from labor and a dltualist and skeptically inclined have
to ley. side our soiled garments the•no objection.
Suck a day le their surest means
Sabbath IS a day of rest and delightof undermining everything opposed
fu: anticipation,
Those who i evinpatliise with the to evil.. It Is the temple of God be.of thieves.
of the HA ..h and are acwint-leomes a dee
ti with its origin will regard the! It is a Holy Sabbath that is the
ellen. tone and aspect of the day point of their common attack and the
brightly and with a free spirit, still friends of Christianity and of free Dili niust be kept holy. regarding the istitutions are called upon to sustain
land defend this holy day against the
supreme end,
Physica: cukure Is the employment continued practice of its enemies.
The fourth and fifth command,
1.4 those who .seek that end of the
sent. stand together in the center
'
Sabath.
The libraries and lyeedine would of the decalogue. The Divine Law
Iii helpful to those who look to the la connected through these two cow mandmenti, refreshing the first and
Sabbath as an intellectual end. •
Works of art and elegant music second table' of stones. This divine
will only satisfy the esthetic end of Influence pasties trough the Sabbath
into, the family and from the Istnii
the Sabbath
Dinner parties and cells are par- Into society. 'The Sabbath and family
tielpated in by those who seek a sce mutually supivort each other and
clef end of the Sabbath. Is the end God through them working out a
uf the Sabbath communion with na- perfect society.
t Lrre distinctively?
Then we •re to walk in the Ileitis
and wood* sod enJoy the Ood of
lint lire
I:• the cud of rite Sabbath rengious!
Palmer - A. T. . Rindakoff. St.
Then It Is to be kept holy. "ReW. C. 'Burdett'. Indianapolis;
Louis:
in. fiber the Sabbath Day." etc.
Louisville; A. D. 'SohnWe are to bring ourselves into is- C. E. Lanier.
n
'
mediate and conscious relations to on - Nashville; D. B. P.ilieh• Unk
Crosland, Mayfield;
fad, as a holy being, and objecta l elt3.• Tenn.: Ed
B.
A.
Guthrie;
worthy ortse- promotion- or -bottriess*O. --M. Robinson.Baltimore: B. S. Denison,
In flurry:veil and others should be our Peregoy.
Marion. II:.; "P. F. McCarthy, Matasupreme end.
Whl:e this is the great end of the di :phis.
Belvedere-Robert Howard, PlttsSabbath. it is not the only end, for
Morris, New York: H.
here we find the law of limitation burg: N. It.
H. C. Young.
Cincinnati;
Jackson.
good
lower
«vet,
bolds good; that
Frank Millet,
should be promoted, but only to far prtneeten;
C. RadellIF et. Lonis; Louisvle;b. G. C. Mcis a condition for one that Is
.as
Kinney. lAtiliville; G. W. Landram.
bigher. "
itnefhlatiel: Mr '0. Barker, .Lynn,
Holiness Is the supreme end of the Mass.
,
Sabbath. therefore. as far as this
Richmond - R. L. Hart,
New
end may be promoted by pbysicll Hazel; G. W. Edward', 'Vicksburg;
rest, bodily exercise, windy of art. soG. W. James. Tampa. Fia.; D. Bedcial istercourse. communion with anlore. these way be otosek hot so ion. Lewes; W. Manners. Chicago;
H. M. Jones. Maygeld; T. A. Moore.
farthio-.
Louie: B. D. Emmett, N
"The Sabbath was made for man "ICal.; J. H. Steele. Murray; J. M.
to that whatever labor ot service is Burgess. Hopkinsville.
heeded for man's good as a religious
being. we may perform en the BabAn Amsler's
bath -works of neeeesity merely.
According to advertisements all
Man's great need Is conformity to summer resorts are alike.
They are
tied.
the best ever-but if Asking is better
Let tbe
anywhere else than It a In ''Cleorelan
promote thla end and every other Bay" we do not know where It is
good will follow.
There is a greater variety of fish in
There will be physical rest need- this water than anywhere else, and
The ont)
ful to study the word of God and they are always hungry.
meditate is the law, which will give Eace you can afford to fish Is where
t4ight and power to the iptelectual the fish are numerous, big and deteam.
licious In Savor, and that place is
worship, which- makes Georgian Bay-so the fishermen say.
Family
*acted the home, public and social Suppose you spend for_ booklet. Issued
tervices.'which mite men and brings by Grand Trunk Railway Syetem
"free, telling about the home of the
them together a. °°° family beta
the Lotd. all this will have under tbe bass, pickerel, pike and the noble
law of Ilmitaton.
Address G. W. Vans.
trout family.
In addition to the above comes the 517 Merchants Loan and Trust
limit4so good secured by direct com- Building, Chicago. ill.
munion with and conformity to God,
This law of the Sabbath observ- MHS. TAFI"Pt1 WEAR HOME 14111.1i
ance allows each' oat. to decide for
himself whether or mot he May pluck Georgia Product Offertel for luauthe ears of corn as he pass. through
rural Gom• tie Came Secretary hi
the geld as& rub them 1t1 his bands.
Elected.
The commaadnyent to keep the
Atlanta. Gs.. June 22-If Secre'Sabbath holy places it in a I...collar tar' Taft is elected Mrs. Taft will
position as making holiness necessary wear at the inaugural ball a dress
Louis
to the right keeping of II.
made of Georgia raised silk
Iliere Is the great diMculty with B. Magid, of Ta:lulah Palls. has
the Sabbath. hot it is only the same wired Alexander Ackerman, the Recommitteeman
that we have In any other form of publican
national
worshlp in the service of the Lord.
from Georgia, who attended the Chi
The faculties can act with alacrity cage convention, that be wished to
onl, with reference to a eongenial present Mrs. Taft, who he believes
When men "hunger and thirst will be the first lady of the land for
••nd
after rightIvottsness" alt means are die four ifs» folldwing March 4. a
linproeed
dress made of silk from the hills of
Tio. observance or the Sabbath has Haberskam.
For the met six years Mr. ,masid
been supposed to be peculiarly a
guard against crime. for it is • has been engaged in sericulture on
test of the regard for the authorltY his farm at Tallulah FRESI.
411 God,
The silkworms are being raised at
The command of find only can Tallulah. the slik from tfre cocoons
make any time holy, hence the oh. will be manufactured in America and
servance of a specified time on that the gown will be designed and fin y
ground is sure to. be connected with haled o
by • dressmaker In Washingthe fear of the Lord.
ton.

OBSERVANCE OF
1HE SABBATH
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geakto=wear Sartgegts

HOTEL ARRIVES

.6

51.

imminiamemmtiminwallwellellswa

I

Post (Zuz:Yes":3
Toasties
stem to
please all.

"The Taste Lingers'.
I Packages twoisizea lee and 15o
Mad,by
•,,,,,,,, . • •.I Cemoresy, Limited
14.411r es«,k Wieli

2iondaq, Age 21, to Jaturdag, Am 27
In our Ladies' Ready-to-wear Department for this week in order to clean up the last of this sprirli, showing and to reduce
ou: stock, making room for early fall arrivals, we will make some exceptional prices. Each garment is worthy at the original price and selling at these prices is simply to move them more quickly. They are all the best styles made, of best materials, cut full, and should interest you at once. Of course, lots are broken and to secure your size you should come early.

$27.50 and $25.00 Wool dulls
-•t

Jhirt Waiat Juits

9affeta

in green, tan, navy, lavender and black, made demi costume styli;,
trimmed in buttons, lace insertion, bias silk trains, fine lace riollors•-

$14.75;

waist ai.d sleeves lined with net-sises :1..1 to 42-broken huts.

$38.00 Suits
for

$37.50 Soils
for

$2).50
$23.00

$25.00 Snits
for
$27.50 Sof( s
for

$15.50
$19.75

These Suits are just the thing for semi dress occasions and skirt
makes nice summer costume with lingerie waist-you -ouldn't have
made for twi re the pricer-besides the tit of these garments is absolutely
perf•ct.

We have sortie eight or ten suits left

XN,

from spring showing of wool

One Copenhagen blue Panama, invisible stripe-one same in raspberry-one black and white stripe-and few solid salon in ka,Ma wool,
serge, etc., all $27 50-two sold for $25.00,

$1 4.75

choice

211141in Underwear Sreatly
Underpriced
Lot 1-23c-Corset Covers

and Drawers,

made of do-

23c

'nestle good quality, plain or trimmed, with lace,
.....
cut live and to fit; regular 35c value; choice

Lot 2-39c--Chemise, Gowns, Drawers, Corset

Covers,

made of good %laity cambric end long cloth, trimmed
with embroidery and lace, cut extra full; cheap at

we; choice

-1P1111

Lot 4-49c-$1.00 and The Corset Covers 49c-This is
a sample lot, all sizes 31, but are cut full; some 50 styles
to choose from; some $1.50 and $1.25 values in lot;
if you can weer thedi we offer at....

49c

tice-Yotaik `Off ladlei•

Moms, 9ngssimg daeques
We have just received new line of
both Silk and Linen Kimonas and
Dressiert Sacques-Lawns, 25c.
50c. 75c, $1 up to $5 in

One lot of Black Panama Skirls, all sizes. sonic 15 z•kirt,
in lot-some plain dares, some plaiked-these
sold for $s 50 and $7.50, choice

$10 and 5.50 Yancy 9anama Skirts
tine lot of F'ancy Panama Skirts in light stripe and plaids,
iirown and white. Wee and white and black and white,
these are last season's Skirts but are good style now and
exeeptional value, originally selling for $10.00
and $8.50, choice

$3 98

e

Lot 3-634,---8kirts, (towns, lirawon, Corset
cLemise, nicely trimmed in lace and embroidery,
long cloth and cambric.
values, choice

These are S5e and The

Lot 5-1-4 off-Skirt., I )rav,-eni, tiorrus, Corset eqvatp
etc , combination suits, garments that retail 15 OU to
56.
is oertainly a choice lot of underinuslin. This lot is tiode
up of the broken lots from this spring's selling and to
clean up we offer
at

_25 Per Cut Mugge

Rare Values at Ilia 'rice

Sresses

Caliso
$1.50
Misses' Aprons 280 and 80e
1 to $10
Colored:Petticoats
Colo-ed Parasols. ...8 1 ti) 10

White
Wash kirt4
lgi tiers with his,
$1 100
ripple or straight plait with bands. t'Mice of
- either style, all sizes

$1.00 for White Wash Skirt+, ma

$1.25 White Wash Skirts trimmed with tire.k on
around bottom of skirt. This skirt is worth
$1.50, we are selling at

Black Voile Skirts made of Altmann voile, plain flare or
These Skirts are worth
trimmed in Taffeta bands
$10
$12.50, we are selling special at

Let us show you our complete line of White Wash Skirts
during this sale, (boil valises. Best of styles.

All Seduced l'eada task

63c
79c

Zlaek and `colored Vale dkirts

Fort one Rivers the brave who are
in, the hustling class.
•

Covert.
made of

Lot 4-79c--Chemise, Drawers, Gowns, Skirts, trimintd
with lac* hands insertion. ribbons, etc., nicely wade garments, worth $1.25 and $1.00.
choice

We offer is special this week 2S Ladies' Wash Dresses, both white Sad colored, sizes 34 to 40. These are made princess style, elaborately trimmed in
baby 1rlan lace and insertion, lace bands, appliqued short or lops sleeves,
These themes are cheap at $10.50.to 1840 original prices and Just what you
lest OH
need cnolce

$5.50 and 7.50 Slack Jkirta 3.93

Eltsit iN 4110W
AT WHARF TONIGHT.
Palace
Floating
The Emerson
show, which exhibits at the wharf tonight. Is the favorite river show that
conies to Paducah and is always
greeted with good crowds. The performance given is always clean and
up to date while the show boat
equals any that floats.
A splendid baud gave a concert on
the Itreets today and afterwards
went over the lines of the traction
company In a special car.
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doe brings eoasemsences eu immediate and so vital, that we sr, ever
on the alert to avoid them. Yet th'
consequences of an over-grown peach
of weeds or of accumulated garbage
are no leas vital, if not so apparent
and definite.
To pay a doctor's bill for a spell
of sickness caused by inhaling air
charged with unhealthy odors, is as
costly in the long run as to pay a
fee for an unheralded accident. Let
the citizen od Paducah awake to his
responsibilities in guarding his own
and his neighbor's health by cutting
down weeds and disposing of vegetable garbage, during the but summer muuthis at least.

TAMING TILMIPE&A ME/NTS.
South Americas nallanal temperaexcitable and
ments are naturally
THE RUN can be found at the follow - the dominant races; there now
are
in$ places:
quick to resort to force to carry a
P. D. Clements & Co.
quarrel, but eve° in the last eight
Van Cull Bros.
Palmer House.
years a notable Improvement in stability has been shown by oar neighbor-republics.
Chief among the causes for this
greater stolidity of temperament, le
the attitude of the United Skates toward turbulence and unrest in the
conduct of their national affairs. The
MoNDAY, JUNE SR.
Monroe doctrine as amplified by the
adMinistration assumes
MEM Roosevelt
Male
that If we are to keep the western
CIRCULATION OTATEMENT.
I
hemisphere to oureelves, we must beV
have ourselves so that foreign nafor
4768 tion& will not have just grounds
S..
.4.4640
16
their
S...
4833 forcible interference to 'protect
-4487
111
office
A
4834 interests. Hence the foreign
4601
19
4847 at Washington has exerted steady
SO
4618
4874 pressure to insure peace and quiet in
21
•
4645
22
4652
4870 South America.
7
In sending marines to Panama in4874
MN
4536
•
25
4868 sure a decent election, the admials4614
It
26
4185
4063 tration .s following this policy.
11
27
4650
4813 will he easier to prevent trouble than
IS
4827 to cure It after the mischief has been
28
4668
18
14
4856 done. All other South American re29
4704
15......e.4746
30
4S71 publics cannot but see the wisdom of
this course and modify any violent
.4
programs they may have mapped out,
TWA).
4715 to suit the new standard of conduct.
Average for M. 1908 ,
Another great cause of better con3972
Average for May, 1907
ditions ,n South America is the large
753 number of immigrants that yearly enIN crease .
Personally appeared before me, this ter the continent. These immigrants
June 8, 1908, R. D. MacMillen, busi- bring higher standards of social proness manager of The Sun, who affirms cedure and their infiuencemustimoner
that the above statement of the dr- or later work for political changes
ciliation of The Sun for the month of that will vastly lessen the probabiliMay, 1903, is true to the best of b s ties of international complications
through undigested revolutions and
Ittlawledge and belief.
My coratnissidn expires January outbreaks.
PETER PURTEAR,
18, 1912
Notary Public.
STREW!' BONDS.
Payn• wad Young. Chicago and New
York Reepreeentatives.

12282k

Mayor Smith and the general council have made a big long step in the
right direction in - their proposed
Issue of ten and twenty-five year
bonds to pay for future improvements of streets and
sidewalks.
While the law enacted by the legislature could have been better constructed to meet the case. it still
GEN WRXMIT SECRETARY
serves the purpose. There can be no
OF WAR.
doubt, that under the old way of
, President Roosevelt's appointment
making improvements, contractors
of Gen. Luke E. Weight to the seerstook into consideration the fact that
tarysbip of war la not only a tribute
they must remain without their pay
to personal ability. says 'The ConItOorfor months, and some of it for years,
clal Appeal. and it believes is dictated
whenever they assemed a large conby patriotic motives, the chief reason
tract and In consequence added mabeing a desire to establish cordial reterially to their figures whenever
lations throughout the whole counthey made a bid for work of this
try.
nature. Under the law aa it will be
Gen. Wright is a Democrat and enforced
in future, if the vote on
Sees into Mr. Roosevelt's cabinet as the bond Issue is favorable, bids for
a Democrat.
work should run approximately 20
Gen. Wright has already held im- per cent lower than they have done
portant positions under the McKinley in the past.
As $260.000 of the
administration, and under the Roose- bonds are to be met by owners of
velt admioistratian, and as he dis- frontage on streets Anproved, as imcharged these duties with greet abil- proved, 10 per cent per year, this
ity and satisfaction to both presidents issue will be rapidly absorbed and
arid the country, Mr. Roosevelt doubt- paid off. It should be beeps, In mind,
less feels that he will make no mis- too, that no person wht. desires to
take in the present appointment. We pay for his improvement when It Is
believe that this appointment has not finished, will be further taxed to
been Wade for any political erect, meet the
bonds as they mature
but simply because Gen. Wright Is When he pays for his improvement.
wontity and competent to fill the po- which he may do when completed or
sition sad that the president desires, at any tax year thereafter, then he
in as far as it. lies in his power, to is out of it. The 8150.0.11 of the
obliterate seri/Simi lines and let every bonds which are a direct obligation
will prove to be a
citizen know that merit can command of the city.
recognition by the government, no medium of economy. A street permatter where the possessor of this manently built, will need little if any
virtue may live, or to which party he repairs for years thereafter and when
may belong or whether he wore the repairs do become necessary it will
be found that only the surface has
blue or gray.
cost will be
This action on the part of Presi- been affected and the
dent Roosevelt is a great tribute not small.
The sestem of giving property
only to Gee. Wright, but to
Mesa'
phis, the state, and the whole souit, owners ten years in which to pay for
. wbrch they will appreciate the more street improvements, is now in vaktle
l'yelloring that it was prompted
by In all the progresalve cities of the
country and Paducah is only keeping
/patriotic and unselfistly motives.
It is an honor well bestowed and step with them in adopting the plan.
Daily Thought.
We may alwarve be sure, whatever
we are doing. that we cannot be
pleasing God .f a.- are not happy ourselyte
Ruskin

•.1

those brave Confederates who (might
with Luke Wriest when he was an
SLIGHTLY
officer of artillery, and those MemAetna who were with him In the dark
Birthdays, holidays and weddings
hoses of 1878, and those who knew are what keep the average man poor.
him as an officer of the state when he
discharged his duties not only ably
flees Wet, Other tvenhoom
but fearlemly, have no doubt that in
the administration of the war department, he will bring credit to himself and reflect great honor upon his
state, and will so acquit himself as
to command the respect of all the
Pattiotic people of
this country.
whether Republicans or Democrats.
'Phe appointment !s one of the signal instatosse in this country where
real worth and merit have been the
only factors in bringing It about.
The tribute paid to Luke E. Weight
In the statement given out at the
White Meuse is a guerdon bestowed
by the hIgheet officer in the nation
on ii worthy son of the south

nrmoRous.

1-1110AI,TH AND Tin CITIZEN
Your average citizen feei. the responsibilly of not leariny- a vicious
boll-dog uoehained, front the injury
hit catibt do to his neighbor. he'
Wheys It comes to keeping the weeds
cid On his vacant lot to prevent Injury to the same nelgebor, he dote
Sot too keenly feel hla obligation
We bow down to orpiment and acute
.bait to those which are not so
hie and Inetantaneous we show
Indliforetice
A bite from the boil-

THE
VANISHING
TS
By

ROY NORTON
ILLIJSTRATED IT A. WED

61.

is.1•11.11.4

Sailing
good-by and come to this
away in the night with ail the furtiveness and mystery which eustrouded
pirate ships of old bent Ull plunder
sad rapine.
The days of the voyage were much
alike: filled with work, DoVi'. lit the
tubing th• engineers and mactenists
drew hasty plans of buildings, then
marked spots where machines were to
have floor space, drew diagrams for
transmisaion of power, and consulted
clans showing the depths of water
round
their prospective shipyard.
They had nut even time to watch the
devious course la and out among the
islands which marked their entry to
the scene of toil. When the pulsations
of the screw stopped and the ship
ceased her vibratioas, they were still
at their several tasks, and were disturbed when the anchor chains went
rumbling through their hawser pipes.
Like an army of ants, drilled and
acclimated, they swarmed out upon
the land, the sappers clearing the way.
the carpenters donning their aprons
and grasping their tools while piles of
lumber, kegs of bolts and nails, and
mountains of iron sheathing accumulated upon the beach. And then, as
the ringing of a multitude of hammers and the steady biting sung of the
saws filled the air with sounds of industry, great cases of machinery
swung up from the holds, Boated dizzily to the bulwarks, and went slowly
down to the lighters. A city of tents
sprang up as by necromancy, with gut•
ters to carry off the rains, and sewers
to prevent disease. Camp surgeons
accustomed
to sanitation superintended these outposts, paying as much
attention to the spreading of a mosquito net to keep away the dread
stygoenia, as to tautening the canvas
roofs and clearing the grounds.
All available means of a resourceful nation had been gathered together
as an expert driver miles the reins
of a tour-in-hand and guides his horsier
along a known road to • gin destination, and all With the regularity
which would distinguish the work had
it been the most unimportant action
of every day industry.
Norma. having no part in this task
of consttuction. wandered Idly up and
down the decks or round the clearing
throughout the day: and as she
watched she saw the birth of a miniature city, saw the heaps or material
oa the beach dissipated, saw till steel
smoke stuck', poke their summits upward supported by spider-like cables,
saw shining, corrugated roots spread
themselves protectingly over floors
whereon machinery was already being
placed, and wondered at the accom
plishment.
(To be coati* -.id he meet issue.)

t'

efrierB AT, YT'VF. 25.

IOW

FRLE SHOW AT PARK TON IGH

COMING!
THE FAMOUS

INNES BAND
ONE DAY ONLY

(COnthanad from last issue)
The early hourl of, the morning
were upon them as they dispersed. but
Norma, resting back in the corner of
the cab which conveyed her helotward. did not share the elation of her
father, who was already building worie
shops. coradticting -new experiments
and equipping a navy. Yesterday she
had looked forward to confiding the
story of their great success to Guy
Hillier; for In the preceding month,
when she and her father had been
trembling on the very edge of a great
discovery In unknown fields, she had
given no intimation of their woritior
their prospects, planning this surprise,
and now, by the rigid embargo of silence thrust
xi. her, her dream was
dissipated.
o her the productioa 06
the rad{
e metal had meaat a
goal; but no that it was reached and
she was anxious to satisfy a heart
hunger, she , had been given another
task, and was to undergo more stimice
Sad repression and another siege of
work In a world of figures, of teat
tubes and retorts,• slave to the LIMP
of science and her father's succees.
Not even the knowledge that she was
sacrificing herself on the altar of duty
to country, whose protection and welfare were burdens that she must
share, palliated the bitterness of holding love aloof
And in this light the
triumphs of invention seemed hollow
and the night filled with dreariness.
There were no more regular meettags of those who conspired for the
The Wabash made an excursion to J. IOC'. ATKIN%
Clergy Threatesped.
national good; but it was • season of
Hickman yesterday and arrived this
leliKei AT PARDO TICNN•
Karwas City. June 22.----Risho?,
terrific activity, and February was yet
morning with co.ored peeop:e.
1,11o. si.1 otheg catholic dignitaries,
young when there sailed away froga
Paris, Tenn . June 22 -lion. J. 11 regt..1“.ii anonymous letters
host is In
show
The Emerson
New York harbor oua night•gunboat,
threaten from the upper Ohio and Metropolis C. Atkins, the distinguished veteran Mg them with death if
a collier and • small transport, wham
filet attendet
put
to
here
tonight
remain
of the Confederacy sod federal house she laying of the corner
and will
destinations were unknown, and whieb
atone of a
on • 1521011.
of representatisre. died at his home new church oioterday.
slipped their moorings in silence and
,
The writers
passed down the bay with scarcely
The. North scent to the mines at in Parts at It o'clock Sundae) morning promitied to be in
the crowd soil
sound to announce their departure.
The item)! the clergymen
'ass') lie yesterday with a tow of in the s4th year of h.-. age
All attended
YOU DON'T HAVE Ti) WAIT
On board the gunboat were men seCoy
cemeat
futon!
the
took
place
Tupt:es and will return with a tow
the ceremonies but no violonce Cam
/Nary dame maks' yos teelbetter
Lai Pe
cussomed to unquestioning obedienea, keeps year whole madam
tery
this
afternoon
'iglu Sold aa time of coal for the West Kentucky Coal
attempted
The police regard
the
and on the transport was a little army emesey.beelt Inas reetryweere. Price ha setts .onapany.
Gen. Atkins is survived to hle wife threats serious!s
and are bunting the
of skilled mechanics and engineers
and five children Mr. Hugh P Dun- authors fearing attempts
The Henrietta arrived from the
would tie
who had been called from their usual
NOTICE.
Tennessee yesterday afternoon with • lap, of Hover, Mrs Bettie. Hunter, made at revenge
occupation by imperative orders and
Atkins,
Miss
/cern
Mettle
D
G
Attow of ties. She went on to Joppa
requested to tell none but their famikins and Mrs I. ratio
of ear.s PIAIT TO IPSNARITE
(-raffia R. M. Mharelsokkoe. with her tow to unload
lies that they might be absent for sevHe was it member if the Cumberlatitt
wry.tVIICIU4 1111411DVIOlitli
The Russell Lord, which has been
eral months. There was not a mem
Presbeteritin ievureti sod of the MaW111 buy *for cash
rigtit3 of
all
Hamburg. Jour 22
tied ttp for repairs for the past
It is bellesed
aboard any of the craft who had not
geonig• i.rder
stockholders to eubecriptions for new
it pioi ha,. been Macon red
month to her shaft, got away todaY
foe the
taken a pledge of absolute secrecy.
stock. Offer good until June aiith.
alaulearsie dynamiting of
for White river after a tow of ties
The coiner, black and measles, was
lieu.buie
•
pl
irl•
Prieseet
to
y (Pewees.
L. M. EtIF.KF.. JR
American ilne'
,Isomers
for the Ater & Lord Tie company'
loadeebalmost beyond her carrying caThe
The inspection of the eoncrete Ode.,ra lb. Arcadia at Philadelphia.
pacity, and even on her decks were
Tie Cutaway was the httsieSt boat
walks
curb
and
(omitted
gutter
in
piled lumber and great sheets of corII
the river yesterday. She made
le laid to a bomb and it is bel eved
rugated iron, bearing evidence of full
thtee trios to Metropolis
On two of T. nut as... street from l'hird street to , other eteamers have been planted .‘
holds below. And all this cargo had
the trips she carried the. Metropolis Totifth street, will be made all WCti• e ter, of elev.-dopy. ho-c,' hits.
beeei
the history of rushed work behind it.
basebell team, She had oe fishing nesday afternoon. June ti;h. 1 /WS. at arru soeil as puspecti
Strange pieces of machinery, sections
partle• across to the Illinois lakes 3 o'clock, for work done by ()unfree- I
of engines, powerful dynamos, and misAbutting I
and two litinch parties up and down tor G. W. Katterjohn'
woen the einoole of Padileah "..
heard of apparatus were stowed away
the Tennessee arid Ohio rivers in the property owners are nutined aresyril- the Itimereon boat chute ffiti
KW and
Stamm.
Raver
Ingle
with cases of chemicals. and the mines
afternoon.
•
thr my/envious perfermance
of
36.5 0.4 rise
of the sorth. the west and the south Cairo
HOARD
OF
PUBLIC
WORKS
Captain Guy Walker went if) Mernthe outs troupe Of erhIllthe 111.htl0Oe
had contributed crude metals or par- Chattanooga .
5.7 0.4 fall
ever brought to this country, they
ehle last night to bring the Egan.
By I. F Kolb, Recretary,
ie.) 0.9 rise
tially smelted ores to the assortment. Cincinnati
wtech has Mien doiree harbor work
L. A. Washington, City Engineer
w'll be astounded
This
ewallow
7.0 1.4 fall
Driven by expert minds and masters Evansville
there, for the West Kentucky Coal
sword*, guns and meliorate the living
of executive work, an army of men in Florence
2.5 0.1 tall
company, back to Paducab.
The Evesaing Stas--110e • Week.
spirit from the human body, etc
different walks of life had given their Johnsonville A
4.5. 0.5 fall
ingenuity and effort toward something Louisville
4.5 0.3 rise!
of which they knew not, and Men the Mt. Cannel
3.9 0.3 fall
result of their labors had poured out Nashville
7.9 0.3 fall
upoa • wharf. been swallowed up by Pittsburg . .
44 0.7 fall
the cavernous holds of a collier, and St. Louis
34.8 0.0 it'd
were now being carried out into the Mt. Vernon
7.2 1.0 fall
broad reaches of the Atlantic, with Paducah
ripe
s
20.6 0.1
destination unknown.
A general order had been lowed
River gauge at 7 o'clock this mornand made public, that, inasmuch as ing 2-0.5, a rise of 0 1 since yesterday
the poaching of Cuban ()Owl-men op morning and a
rise of 0.1 In the last
American grounds round lower Flor- 96 hours.
ida and the keys demanded attention,
The Dick
Fowler got away . for
the gunboat Penolocot had been deCairo on tithe this morning with a
tailed to patrol those waters. la the
fair trip of freight and • number of
United States this attracted so otterspassengers making the round trip
lion; bet the, swarthy fishermen of
The Dick made an excursion trip to
the tropics toot warning and no long*,
ClOro yesterday with a big trip of esi
steered their Snacks to the forbidden
eursionIsts.
waters. shrugging their shoulders in
The Joe Fowler arrived from EvImpotent wrath.
ansville
morning
yesterday
with
Rumor had it that the transport
about 35 round trip passengers from
was carrying mechanics and laborers
Mt. Vernon. Ind.
She returnee to
to the Philippines, where a new dry.
dock was to be constructed, and the Evansville this morning at It o'clock
freight.
ivilier was generally supposed by with a good trip of
The John S. Hoplekna will be the
men of the waterfront to be laden with
materials for this work. And so, de- Evansville packet tomorrow morning.
The H. W. Buttorft •rrlyed from
spite the momentous significance of the
selling of thee three ships, the world Nashville last night with a big (-rip of
iemained in kn•iranee, paid little freight and a number of passengere.
In beautiful ,r-eg ,1
She got away for Clarksville at noon
herd, or forgot.
Heights.
today
trip.
With
good
a
Those voyagers who were in the
The City of SACCO° arrived from
escret looked forward witb sag
to the task before them, realising to St. Louis ftaturday night at 6 o'clock
the full that on them depended much. with about 100 excurslouists from St.
And of these was Norms, who leaned Louis and a big cargo of freight She,
at Wolff 1.
over the Meru rail of the Penobscot left for the Tennessee at 8 o'clock
as it dropped down the harbor, and -will return Wednesday evening
watched the lights of the city grow on her way to St. tellia.
dim in the distance. saw the great, I
The Peters Lee was in Saturday
silent statue of liberty rear itself night from MemprOs on her way to
it Vs'
\tiller'.
against the sky, and felt the first free Cincinnati with a big trip of freight.
swell lift and sway the deck beneath and passengers. She took on 3.0 pas-,
her feet. Her departure had not bees sengers here for the round trip to
pleasant
Cincinnati.
There on the land hehind was tbe
The George Cowling made two
Msa *bum
,11. I 'artier tiros
she 1Wernell doomed for- good business trips between Metropever to bold at arm's length. She had
today.
and
Paducah
olis
parted from him with the announceThe Royal was in from Golconda
ment that ber father was compelled to
go south kr a time, and had insisted this morning on time with • good trip
of passengers and freight. She reon her spompanyine him
For how
At Powell-linters.
Mug' AL, that could he but conjec- turned at 2 o'c:ock this afternoon
The Clyde is due tonight from
ture. perhaps for two or three months.
ndings
Waterloo, A:a., tied all way
Was be Ill' No, not exactly, bet be
She will leave on her return trip up
was going away and needed her. Yea,
the Tennessee Wednesday night at it
lobe would write occasionally from Mio'clock.
ami, Flo. but not often, boons* her
The Chattanooga Is due front ChatAnd
charge would demand her time
tanooga
and all way landings late
so. answering and evading, tilled with
afternoon
aor tonight, and will rethis
yearning, and >et debarred from giving confidence, 61.e had bidden bin turn the Vitally of the hook.

THURSDAY, JUNE' 25
AFTERNOON AND NIGHT

At Chautauqua Auditorium
Wallace Park

ISTS
SOLO
7
7
OF

NATIONAL FAME

Admission 25c

Reserved Seats 50c

Seats on sale at all hotels and at Gilbert's,
McPherson's and Walker's Drug Store.

MORE THAN $2,000

In Good-as-Cash Prizes

A $700 Lot

Will be given away absolutely free to the, most
popular men and women,
in Paducah and vicinity.

A $404 Diamond Ring

A $300 Piano

0

.C

A $150 in Furniture
A UN laggy ard Wien

say. Blink., that girl over there
told no when I greeted Orr In the con
setyatory that It wag the first time
she had been kissed"
-Yew, first time this evening. I expect
There isn't miseh sairolartion iu
downing • man who doesn't mind being downed.

l'hese are hut a few of the prize..
Read the full particular.; on
another page of The Sun.
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rtreet, will base tomorrow to vi,I.
In Evanst'lie.
•
M.s. A. Kettli and "on Owen will
go to Evansville tomorrow to ioit
'friends and relatives.
DwA
In Police Cows
Mr. and lin. Harry Green will et•
Mialurday Night 'oaten.
The docket iu pohee court this
Success crowned Ihe riots of Mr. to Eiatisville tomorrow and j‘pi-nd
blittAmdlios
Richard Scott in the entertainment the week with friends sad relatives. Morning was: irrunk-Charies Edge arranged for Saturday evening if Me. C. M. Daniels, Amialtuit +taper- wards. $1- and coat. Breach of ordithe Castno, Warace park, for the 'Occident of the Prudential Life In. fiance-Andy Lenderman, continued
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Do You Dread Your
Steaming Hot Kitchen
This Summer?
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McDougall Kitchen Cabinet

nob) before summer

camel.
The McDougall will do half your
kitchen work every day in the
cuts out the running around, saves tiresome labor
as well as time.
Be sure to buy the McDougall if you want good
service.
convenient- -is guaranteed-is dust

and vermin

proof.

year---it

It lasts a lifetime, is easily
operated, neat,

Morever, it

itself quickly

saves food

supplies

and

pays

for

'93

The McDougall costs no more than other makes,
so don
'
t make the mistake of buyin
g something
"
just-as-good.
" A
investigation will quickly show the
superiority of the McDougall--then

little
wouldn't have anything else.

you

Come in and let us snob.) you the McDougall
You'll not be obligated to buy, but you'll know which is the
Prices
best when you do get ready to buy. $18.50 and up

$1.00 a Week

and a small cash payment will
get you choice of cabinet.

$1.00 a Week
and a small cash payment will
get you choice of cabinet.

Tell Yclur Circuz.er tc) Send Yu Nothing But

BR. ADLEY'S NEW PROCESS CREAM ME
AL
W1I not heat or must. You shall know it by its wh.teness.
Manufactured Daily by
BRADLEY BROS.
Kentueky

or

